Life's a movie <3

Don't you all love how student activism can be such a free playground? You can wake up to find out that Bram apparently convinced you to join a new committee the night before. Then only a week later, you join the first meeting, hearing that you have a few months to spend more than €1000.- on dumb activities! And whatever you do, everybody's happy, because we're just students. Right?

Quite a unique place if you think about it. However, sometimes reality comes creeping in, and some people become less happy. Just last week, the board realised this again.

You might remember the movie night a few weeks ago. We gathered some members, snacks, beers, bean bags, and watched a few movies on Netflix and Disney+. A typical activity that achieves its perfection through its simplicity. However, not long later, we got word that the appropriate authorities received an anonymous message stating something of the likes of "Inter-Actief has movie nights, and they probably don't have a license."

Well, they were right; we didn't have a license! :) In hindsight, it makes more than sense that we needed one. But who would have thought that things could have consequences! Luckily after a few emails and calls to explain the situation, we weren't fined. Now I don't know where I was going with this, but I'm sure there's a lesson hidden in here. Good luck with finding it!

Ad

From the SocCie

The SocCie wants more promo for their extra drinks tonight. So here it is. Nozem: €0.70 Rocket-shot: €0.70 Raketje: €1.00

Finland doesn’t exist!

A column by PimMul

We've been in more darkness than Helsinki!

Though the title of this article may be surprising to some, the news has been seeing more publicity over recent weeks. Namely, since long the Soviet Union - later Russia - and Japan have been secretly cooperating to hide good fishing spots from the rest of the world. Because, the mainstream media mistakenly position Finland where there is in fact a large lake filled with more fish Dolfinarium could ever see. Proof of this pact is found in many gaps history is unable to cover. Allow me to begin with the start of this awakening, the Second World War. Supposedly, the Soviet Union and Japan were enemies during the World War. However! Despite them being neighbouring countries, nor Japan nor the Soviet Union ever attacked each other. Surely, there must then be mutual interest not to engage a war between them.

Then, the trans-Siberian express could never be viable with the reported use when considering the insane maintenance cost for such a long railway. Therefore, there must be another use for it. This use is the Finnish (!) company Nokia. Nokia is the cover-up company to transport the fish from Russia to Japan. Between the two countries, they share the profit, which explains Japanese culture's love for fish.

With the fact proven that Finland doesn't exist, it is time to help any Finnish reconsidering their existence. Stay calm, because, the actual location of Finland is a small part of the east-north border of Sweden where the, little to any, important places of Finland are actually located. It is because those reasons that I say: We've been in more darkness than Helsinki!

Don't believe me? Here's an ACTUAL satellite image of Finland:

Bartenders’ blog

From the teppers

Long long ago, the Abscint used to be a sad and dark place. As many of you probably know, the Abscint is officially a University library. There used to be lots of books and smelly electrical engineers studying there, and definitely no beers like today. Although this sounds like hell on earth, with additional smelly electrical engineers, no one
seemed to be bothered about it. Inter-Actief used to have their regular drinks under the current Hal B building until the “drie Weizen uit het Oosten” grabbed their pitchforks and torches and started their tough and harsh pilgrimage all the way to the Zilverling, an enormous journey of about 50 meters.

Many years later, this same pilgrimage happened again. After having 15 drinks on the Vrijhof terrace, we could finally go Bock to our beloved Abscint in September last year. This lasted for about a month or two, and uncle Hugo visited the Inter-Actief room to tell us we really were not allowed to have any more fun. Luckily, evil uncle Hugo mysteriously disappeared, and knuffelbeer Ernst said: “One beer is no beer, two beer is a half beer, three beer is an Easterbeer”, allowing us Bock in our beloved Abscint, and here you are again today.

To ensure the escalation is boosted enough and the throats are lubricated well, our beloved SocCie has provided us with Rocketshot and NozemOil, but also make sure to beer ready for a not so fabulous Saturday morning. We are glad to serve you again today, and the first to solve the puzzle will, of course, be awarded with a safe distance of beer!

IA-Man
A well-designed superhero

You might have seen it in the announcement chats already. But we’re going through a phase of new merchandise! There are beautiful scarfs available in the cookie corner, flashy socks underway, and fitting models for the comfiest hoodies and sweaters in the Inter-Actief room. Next to that, we still have some almanacs left in the cookie corner. Even though those might not be counted as merchandise, it still fits in the outfit of IA-Man. Never heard of him before? Well, he’s a real hero, a `pilsbaas’ if you might. Here, take a look at him:

IA-Man is cool. Be like IA-Man.

Public Void Puzzle();

Every public void close() contains a puzzle to exercise your mind. This time we’ll go for something a little cryptic, but I’m sure you’ll get there.

If you need some more motivation: the first person or group to hand over the correct solution to the bartenders will receive eleven free drinks from the bartenders!

Want to contribute to the public void? Then please contact us at void@inter-actief.net! Have a strong opinion about any articles in the public void? Those can be mailed to no-reply@inter-actief.net.

See you next Friday Afternoon drink!